3 KEY FEATURES
Minimized Environmental
Triggers

Less is more. When possible, avoid overstimulating environments.
Instead, consider:
-Natural lighting
-Soft, dimmable lights
-Neutral or warm hues
-Curved edges
-Wide pathways for movement
-Nooks with pillows, bean bags, or soft rugs
-A "cool down zone" or "brain break corner" to help students regulate
-Neutral scents, as opposed to harsh perfumes and sanitizers
-Softer transition sounds, as opposed to loud and startling alarms

Surprise-Free
Help create a
predictable and
psychologically
safe environment
by eliminating
unnecessary
surprises. In
addition to
discussing and
practicing what to
expect in your
classroom, it is
helpful to have:
-Clean, organized, and labeled supplies
-Posted norms and expectations that are clear, concise, and positive
-Posted schedules
-Consistent routines and procedures
-Reminders leading up to transitions
-Fun class traditions to look forward to

Positively-Charged

TRAUMA-SENSITIVE
CLASSROOM
ENVIRONMENTS
Classroom environments can powerfully
influence the feelings of safety, belonging, and
connectedness that are essential for student
learning and wellbeing. Traumatized students
often arrive hypervigilant and especially sensitive
to environmental stimuli. Fluorescent lights,
bright colors, loud sounds, harsh scents, and
cluttered or constricting classroom spaces may
overstimulate or trigger them, leaving them
feeling unsafe and unable to learn.
Trauma-sensitive classrooms are predictable,
affirming, and empowering spaces that help
promote self-regulation and foster healing
relationships. All students, but especially those
with histories of trauma, benefit from calm and
nurturing classroom environments that make
them feel physically safe, emotionally safe, and
valued.
Three key elements of trauma-sensitive
classrooms are detailed to the left. While these
elements may be personalized and adapted to fit
educators' own practice, classroom spaces are
most effective when they facilitate calm,
consistent, caring relationships among students
and teachers.
For more information about
trauma-sensitive classroom
environments, visit >
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Environments should communicate belongingness and inspire hope
for all who enter. Try to incorporate:
-Reminders of joy and beauty
-Positive affirmations
-Calming elements of nature, when possible
-Effort and growth-focused praises
-Student interests and strengths
-Opportunities to explore, play, and create
-No shame-based displays (e.g. names on the board for wrongdoings)

https://slideplayer.com/slide/9461494/
http://earlytraumagrief.anu.edu.au/files/calmer_classrooms.pdf
http://www.k12.wa.us/CompassionateSchools/pubdocs/TheHeartofLearni
ngandTeaching.pdf
https://www.codmanacademy.org/apps/news/show_news.jsp?
REC_ID=372814&id=13
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http://www.nea.org/tools/tips/creating-a-trauma-sensitive-classroom.html

UPPER GRADES

Minimized Environmental Triggers

Middle and high school students, as well
as their teachers, benefit immensely from
safe, predictable, and compassionate
classroom environments. Below are
additional examples to help set up these
classrooms for success.

Surprise-Free
Natural light, clean and uncluttered work spaces, and open spaces for movement
help create a welcoming and distraction-free learning environment.

Having a clearly posted daily schedule and giving students reminders
before all transitions is equally important in upper grades classrooms.

When parameters are clearly defined and consistently addressed, a blend of
assigned and flexible seating options may provide students with a sense of
comfort and control. While many elaborate (and pricey) seating options are on
the market, simple alternatives may be just as effective. Consider a few
cushions, pillows, a bean bag, or a high top table for a standing work station.

Positively-Charged

For more upper grades resources, visit >
https://www.weareteachers.com/my-top-5-organizational-hacks-forteaching-high-school-(loveteach-edition)/
https://www.acesconnection.com/blog/do-s-and-don-ts-of-a-traumainformed-compassionate-classroom
Class Design Infographic https://bit.ly/2O7s0zO

Even if they are wary of admitting it, older students still need to know that
they are cared for and supported. Getting to know your students, and
incorporating their interests into your classroom design, music, and activities
helps build trust and security that bolster learning.
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Projecting clear expectations and directions, along with a timer,
makes classroom activities feel predictable, and the space feel safer.

“Big picture though, it’s really an act of love. I
put a lot into it [my classroom design] because I
want the kids to know that I love them. That I
value their space and the time they spend in it.
That they inspire me...It’s a way for me to say,
this space is safe, that I have your back, that
from the very beginning, they are the priority
and yeah, we’re in this together.” - Paula Ginto,
Middle School English Teacher

Image credits:
https://www.childrenstherapyteam.com/index.php/2015/08/24/sensory-appropriate-classroom-design/
http://theteacherdish.blogspot.com/2014/09/we-kids-creating-class-constitutions.html
https://www.edutopia.org/article/high-school-flexible-seating-done-right
https://www.weareteachers.com/my-top-5-organizational-hacks-for-teaching-high-school-(loveteach-edition)/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/20058456@N00/4222986493/in/photostream/
http://learningintwolanguages.com/rethinking-heavily-decorated-classrooms/
http://www.tskp.com/project.aspx/town-of-guilford/high-school
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